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1	 IntroductIon

Insight and understanding of visitor use, 
including temporal and spatial distribu-
tions, is necessary for sustainable rec-

reational use and effective park manage-
ment. The Netherlands is the third most 
densely populated country in the world (af-
ter Vatican City and Bangladesh) with con-
sequently high recreation needs. The 20 
National Parks in The Netherlands are fac-
ing increasing visitor numbers every year 
and expect this trend to continue. Together 
they form the core areas basis of the Dutch 
national ecological network. 

Although the exact negative impacts of 
recreational visitation are difficult to monitor, 
the general notion is that recreation nega-
tively impacts ecological values. However, 
the objectives of Dutch national parks focus 
not only on the protection and development 
of nature and the landscape, but also on out-
door recreation.  

Nature managers can influence recrea-
tionists’ spatial behaviour by several ‘steering 
measures’. Those measures differ from one 
another on two dimensions: the impact on 
the recreationist’s sense of freedom and the 
character (social or physical) of the measure.  
In this paper we focus on the physical envi-
ronment, including physical measures such 
as the marking and the placements of con-
centration points. Although in recent decades 
the role of the physical environment (or con-
text) in influencing individuals’ behaviour has 
gained a lot of attention among researchers, 
most of this research is from a phenomeno-
logical perspective [1]. The limited number 
of published studies on the influence of the 
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physical environment on physical activity fo-
cus mainly on urban environments (e.g. [2], 
[3]) and health issues [4], [5].  

The aim of this paper is to explore the im-
portance of physical features in a protected 
natural environment for recreational walking1. 
We will begin with a presentation of four envi-
ronmental values that help categorize physi-
cal features. Next we will describe the meth-
od of collecting and computing data for our 
study area, Dwingelderveld National Park, 
in the north east of the Netherlands. We will 
conclude with an analysis of important land-
scape features for hikers that are relevant for 
protected nature area design and manage-
ment. 

2	 theoretIcal	context	

Lengkeek et al. [6] introduced four concepts to 
analyse human-environment relationships:
•	 Use value: instrumental or economic val-

ue, this value refers to human function and 
use of environment;

•	 Experience value: this value refers to stim-
uli for the perception of the environment 
and its evaluation in terms of beautiful or 
ugly, hilly or flat, etc.;

•	 Narrative value: this value refers to the  
specific stories and interesting facts about 
an area or elements in an area; and

•	 Appropriation value: the intensity of being 
mentally attached to the environment.
While the first three values can be linked to 

elements in the physical environment, the ap-
propriation value is a strong (personal) emo-
tional bond – also known as place attachment 
[7]. As a result we focus in this paper on the 
use, perception and narrative values only that 
may be ascribed to a protected nature area. 

3	 Methods		

3.1 Study area

Dwingelderveld National Park (DNP) is a na-
ture area in the north eastern part of the Neth-
erlands. It contains 3,700 ha and consists of 
wet heath land (1550 ha) and a mixture of 
native deciduous and pine forests (2000 ha). 
The DNP receives 2 mln day visitors yearly. 
It is a typical Dutch nature recreation area 
with an extensive recreational network for 
both short strolls (60 km marked trails that 
are each less than 7 km in length) and long 
walks, for cycling (‘normal’, racing, ATB) and 
for horse riding.  Visitors to DNP are obliged to 
confine their hikes to only designated paths. 
A follower of a ‘marked trail’ is one whose vis-
it takes place on a trail that is identified and 
designated by managers. We use the term 
‘browsers’  for people who explicitly state that 
they did not follow marked trails. 

3.2 Data collection2

A survey was carried out to investigate re  
creational use in DNP. The survey consisted 
of two instruments: (1) a questionnaire to 
explore visitor characteristics and (2) a geo-
graphical position system (GPS) device that 
was carried by the visitors during their visit. 
The GPS registered their spatial behaviour. 
The survey population was targeted at hik-
ers as they form the largest part of visitors to 
Dutch National Parks. 

Visitors have been asked to participate in 
the research at five different entrances in the 
park: two main entrances close to a visitor or 
information centre, and three smaller ones. 
The survey was carried out during 7 days 
(weekend and working days) in spring and 
summer in 2006. The total research sample 
consists of 461 hikers, including as many 
men as women (age 17-85 years). The re-

————————————————
1 This paper is part of the PhD project of Ramona van 

Marwijk that aims to theoretically and empirically 
ground relationships between the value of landscape 
characteristics and patterns of visitor use, in order to 
improve a management tool for effective ecosystem 
management (2005-2009).

————————————————
2 see [8] for detailed description of data collection
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sponse rate of the survey is 63%. A total of 
65% of the visitors walk a marked trail (so 
35% are browsers). 

3.3 Variables

Table 1 lists the set of use, experience and 
narrative value variables in this study. A 
spatial database was compiled to describe 
the physical environment if DNP. The data 
structure was based on the path network 
available for use by visitors. The variables 
were measured objectively.

Based on several resources [9], [10], [11] 
we decided to divide the environment next 
to the path segments in a fore- middle- and 
background. The foreground is the area be-
tween 0-50 meters off the path, the middle 
ground is from 50-1200 meters and the back-
ground is further than 1200 from the path. 

3.4 Data analysis 

We analyzed the data using SPSS. Without 
knowing a priori which landscape variables 
have a significant influence, we aim to con-
struct a model which minimizes redundan-
cies between them. Consequently, we ap-
plied stepwise regression which minimizes 
colinearities between explanatory variables. 
Moreover, we applied a hierarchical multi-
ple regression in which the order of entry is 
based on logical and theoretical considera-
tions. Visitor density on each path segment 
was treated as a dependent variable. As 
independent measures, we entered the use 
value variables first (without them recrea-
tion is not possible), second the experience 
value variables (that are supposed to cater 
for a general pleasurable experience), and 
third the narrative value variables (for an ex-
tra experience). 

We devised several hierarchical regres-
sion models for different subgroups of visi-
tors. In order to compare the groups, we 
calculated standard z-scores to describe 
the distribution of  standardized regression 
coefficients within a regression model. This 
permits mutual comparison between the 
groups.

TABLE 1

indEpEndEnT vAriABLEs usEd in ThE sTudy

Mode of measurement Scale
Use value variables

Connectivity
To how many other paths does this path 
connect? Total N

Path density Path segment length /adjacent area m/m2 

Pole path Is the path part of a designated pole route?
1-no; 
2-yes 

Leaflet path
Is the path part of a designated leaflet 
route?

1-no; 
2-yes 

Surface Is the path unpaved or paved?

0=un-
paved, 
1=paved

Length Path segment length Meters 
Bench/picnica Total number of benches/picnic Total N
Signposta Number of signs Total N
Distance to parking Network distance to nearest parking area Meters

Experience value variables

Sinuosity
Path segment length /Euclidean distance 
between start & end points m/m

Width What is the width of the path?
0 <2m
1= >2m

Slopea % area slope >12% Percentage
Facilitiesa Total number visitor facilities Total N
Watera % area water Percentage
Forestv % area all forest Percentage
Heatha % area heath Percentage
Old foresta % area forest >80yrs Percentage
Young foresta % area forest <40yrs Percentage
Open foreground Foreground % area in open cover Percentage
Open middlegroundb Middleground % area in open cover Percentage
Open backgroundc Background % area in open cover Percentage
Expressway d Distance to expressway Meters
Regional 
Hwy d Euclidian distance to regional highway Meters
Cateringe Distance to catering Meters

Narrative value variables
Radiotelescopee Distance to radio telescope Meters
Sheep farm northe Distance to sheep farm North Meters
Davidsplassene Distance to Davidsplassen Meters 
House Benderse Berge Distance to House Benderse Berg Meters
Lookout holtveene Distance to Lookout Holtveen Meters
Sheep farm southe Distance to Sheep farm South Meters
VC southe Distance to visitor center south Meters
VC northe Distance to visitor center north Meters

a In near path environment (<50m) (=foreground)
b from 50-1200 meters from path (=middleground)
c Further than 1200 meters from path (=background)
d Measured in Euclidian distance (the Euclidian distances 
to expressway and regional highway are added because 
they are expected to form a disturbance factor) 
e Measured in network distance 
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4	 results

From the questionnaire we learned that 65% 
of the walkers walk a marked trail. Therefore, 
we expected pole paths (coloured poles mark 
the route) are important variables.

TABLE 2

sTAndArd z scorEs of  visiTor dEnsiTy 
rEgrEssEd on usE, ExpEriEncE & nArrATivE 

vALuE vAriABLEs for ALL visiTors & BrowsErs

 All visitors Browsers
r2 0.53 0.29

Use value variables
Pole path 2.75 1.03

Distance to parking -1.47 -1.78
Leaflet path 0.47 0.46

Bench/picnica .29 1.05
Experience value variables

Facilities 0.45 0.79
Background open -0.79 -

Dist reg hwy 0.43 0.70
Narrative value variables

Benderse berg - 0.55
Lookout Holtveen -.75 -
Sheepfarm south - -2.48

VC south -1.15 -

Table 2 shows that indeed pole path is 
the most important variable in forecasting 
visitor density on paths (z-score of 2.75). 
However, pole paths are less important for 
browsers. A second strong variable is the 
network distance to the parking. The nega-
tive number indicates that people tend to 
stay in the relative vicinity of the parking. 
The same accounts for the sheepfarm for 
the browsers and the visitor centre for all 
visitors. To a lesser extent the vicinity of 
facilities is an important variable for both 
groups. 

Table 3 shows the two most important 
variables for regression models. Pole paths 
are most important at the first parking area. 
They are less important for the parking 
area 2 (Fig. 1 and 2), where a large part of 
the visitors only visit the sheep farm and do 
not follow a marked trail. Moreover, visitors 

tend to stay more in the vicinity of parking 
area 2 than area 1. 

TABLE 3

standard z scores of  Visitor density 
regressed on two Most iMportant VariaBles 

for fiVe parKings

Parking 1 2 3 4 5
r2 0.33 0.33 0.28 0.21 0.19

Pole path 2.46 0.96 1.50 0.93 1.05
Parking -1.33 -2.32 -2.02 -2.06 -2.17

1 Large parking, very accessible (along highway)
2 Large parking, less accessible, close to visitor centre and 
sheep farm
3 small parking, no facilities close by
4 small parking, 
5 small parking, small parking, 

Fig. 1. Visitor distribution from parking 1 (large, very 
accessible)

Fig. 2. Visitor distribution from parking 2 (large, less ac-
cessible)
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5	 dIscussIon	and	conclusIon

The regression models showed the impor-
tance of the use value variables ‘pole path’  
and ‘distance to parking’. However, the expli-
cative power of the model for browsers is less 
than that of the model for all visitors (which 
includes marked trail followers). Experience 
and narrative value variables tend to be less 
predictive of visitor density . People tend to 
visit whatever is in their reach. These find-
ings are important for nature managers and 
researchers. First, nature managers should 
clearly communicate the recreational pos-
sibilities for each parking area to the pub-
lic. Second, simulation modelers should be 
aware if the low importance of spatial goals 
(such as specific facilities) in predicting be-
haviour. Marked trail and the placement of 
parkings are the major influences. 
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